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General circulation flow simulations

• The objective was to increase the batch size of a solvent/anti-solvent crystallization inside the same vessel maintaining the very narrow and sensitive particle size distribution.
Bigger batches result in a faster campaign
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selecting the adequate stirring speed for each batch.

• In this process tech transfer the client pointed out for the need of “good mixing” during a reagent addition. Additionally an oxidation reaction was also evaluated in order to select the best air inlet position.
Different reactor geometries: Client vs Hovione

Evaluation of mixing parameters
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• Since this reaction was carried at very low temperatures and exhibited high viscosities, simulations were made to avoid potential reagent freezing issues.
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Inadequate mixing conditions can destroy months of efforts on process development. Improving the understanding of the mixing phenomena has already proved
to have a real return on investment for it allows more robust and predictable manufacturing processes.
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